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DigiEye Control Center Premium

What is DCC-Premium?
DCC-Premium is a Windows-based software application for the complete centralized management of security systems
over LAN/WAN networks.
It can manage an unlimited number of surveyed sites regardless of their geographical location. It can log any number
of alarm notifications from remote cameras and sensors and be concurrently managed by multiple operators. Video
from alarmed cameras is automatically viewed in pop-up windows. Dynamic graphical representation of sites and
cameras make access to live or recorded video quick and easy. Bi-directional audio communication, remote PTZ/Dome
control and remote digital output activation allows direct control and proactive action.

Who is it for?
DCC-Premium is suitable for complex applications with a large number of remote sites, and/or large number of
cameras and alarms. For example:
Remote control
-

Nationwide networks of banks and post offices

-

Large retail chains

Local control
-

Educational and industrial complexes

-

Harbours and airports

What are the benefits?
Advanced level of security
-

Efficient alarm management without losing alarm calls

-

Efficient user accounting management

Easy to use
-

Requires minimal training

-

Prompt operator action

-

Efficient operator action

Cost saving
-

Less security personnel required

-

Reduced number of interventions

-

Low initial investments preserved over time

DCC-Premium functionalities

Operator management
-

Multi-monitor display

-

Multiple view preset handler (including automatic guard tour viewing)

-

Multi-level user accounting protection according to schemes implemented on remote sites

-

Centralized user login authentication via a dedicated server on the network

-

Multiple console access to the alarm database for concurrent alarm handling

-

Dynamic multi-level graphical map representation of remote sites with user-friendly map editor

Video/Audio management
-

Live image viewing

-

Live bi-directional audio communication with remote sites

-

Recording on local HD during visualization

-

User-friendly playback of video/audio sequences archived or downloaded to local or network HD

-

Remote playback of video/audio sequences recorded on remote sites or recorded on a network HD with colorcoded time bars

-

Download to local HD of recorded video and audio sequences

Alarm management
-

Control of digital input/output connected to remote DigiEyes

-

Logging, visualization, exporting and printing of incoming alarms

-

Alarm acknowledgment (with user name and message of acknowledgment)

-

Automatic viewing of live images from an alarmed camera in pop-up windows

-

Automatic viewing of recorded images from an alarmed camera in pop-up windows

PTZ/Dome management
-

Over 30 PTZ/Dome protocols implemented

-

Full PTZ/Dome control including recall of up to 16 dome preset positions and automatic cycle on presets

Remote site management

-

Full configuration of DigiEye remote sites

-

Software upgrade of remote sites

What is it compatible with?
DCC-Premium is compatible with the entire DigiEye product family, which ranges from simple video/audio network
servers to multifunctional digital CCTV management systems.
SYAC is the creator of DigiEye, the world’s first networked digital video and audio management system. SYAC products
are 100% designed, developed and manufactured by SYAC and have been successfully deployed in stores, banks,
educational, industrial, public transport and governmental facilities, airports, parking lots and event venues all over
the globe. SYAC’s high performance, ultra-reliable intelligent security solutions have been protecting the lives and
assets of people worldwide since 1988.
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